How to write about the many, diverse places that constituted the British Empire in the same text; how to conceive of both the differences and the connections between Britain and its various colonies? These have been perennial problems for imperial historians. This article begins by examining the concept of 'core' and 'periphery', and the various ways that it has been employed within the tradition of British imperial history. It then turns to concepts such as networks, webs and circuits, which are characteristic of the 'new' imperial history. It suggests that these newer concepts are useful in allowing the social and cultural, as well as the economic, histories of Britain and its colonies to be conceived as more fluidly and reciprocally interrelated. The article concludes by suggesting that these spatial concepts could usefully be taken further, through an explicit recognition of the multiple trajectories that define any space and place.
From the beginnings of British imperial history writing at the end of the nineteenth century, the differences between spaces and places, particularly 'metropolitan' or 'core' ones, and 'colonial' or 'peripheral' ones, have been absolutely fundamental to our imagination of the British Empire. And yet these spatial concepts have rarely been examined explicitly. Rather, the spatial imagination of imperial historians has generally been an implicit, taken-for-granted one. This article begins by reviewing a genre of 'traditional' imperial history that is often criticized by postcolonial scholars for being top-down, focused solely on economic and political issues, and not only masculinist but also ignorant of the significance of gender in its approaches. Seldom, however, has that tradition been interrogated specifically for its spatial imagination. At the risk of re-centring a tradition that many postcolonial scholars of empire have been seeking to displace, this article begins by performing such an interrogation. It does so, however, as a stepping stone to newer ways of conceptualizing the British Empire's spatialitiesways that postcolonial scholars themselves have developed.
For over thirty years, between the 1950s and 1980s, the most influential model for understanding Britain's nineteenth-century imperial expansion was that of Ronald Robinson and John Gallagher. Robinson and Gallagher argued that the kind of overseas influence favoured by the mid-Victorian It was the very fact that colonized subjects were unwilling to rest content with playing this bit part in the making of their own histories that ultimately disturbed imperial historians' integrated terrain of investigation. Decolonization, ongoing during the period of Robinson and Gallagher's' historiographic dominance, fundamentally changed the ways that imperial historians were able to conceive of their subject. As David Fieldhouse explained, 'The intellectual unity of imperial history had been built on the assumption that the imperial impact was irreversible, so that colonial self-government would lead, not to fragmentation of empire, but to strong post-independence associations.' But this 'proved largely false: empire led, at least in the British case, rather to overt declarations of total separation tempered by the rhetoric of Commonwealth'. Given this, 'Clearly the proper unit of research and analysis was the individual society in the process of becoming a nation . . . This was the starting point for regional studies as a substitute for imperial history.' 9 Effectively, the fragmentation of the empire itself resulted in the fragmentation of imperial history writing. Fieldhouse noted the effects: 'European historians . . . turned inwards . . . and studied their own countries as individual nation states', while, at the other end of the imperial relationship, historians of and in the one-time overseas colonies rejected the imperialists' assertion that alien rule had totally reconstructed these dependent societies, or was even the most important formative influence on their character. In place of imperial history they rediscovered (and in many cases virtually created) autochthonous local histories, relegating the imperial factor to the margins of causation. Thus European and 'Third World' historians combined to break the tablets on which traditional imperial history had been written. 10 Not long after Fieldhouse began to wonder how imperial history could be recreated as a unified field of enquiry, however, a new integrative model of imperial expansion and decline was being formulated. In place of Robinson and Gallagher's centripetal framework, the work of P. J. Cain and A. G. Hopkins was based upon a more explicitly centrifugal sense of imperial space. For them, 'gentlemanly capitalism', with its logic structured above all in the City of London, was the driving force of interaction between Britain and its colonies. Cain and Hopkins asserted that 'Putting the metropolitan economy back at the centre of the analysis . . . makes it possible to establish a new framework for interpreting Britain's historic role as a world power.' 11 This metropolitan focus was a deliberate challenge to the 'excentric' theory of imperialism associated with Robinson and Gallagher. 12 Rather than the product of the deliberations of an 'official mind' on peripheral crises, it was the work performed by 'gentlemen' operating in the financial and service sectors of the City of London, but maintaining close connections with government, that drove Britain's imperial expansion. Imperialism was 'one of the methods by which that elite can prosper and continually renew itself ', and examples of that elite's involvement in crises ranging from Canadian unity to the occupation of Egypt and the Boer War, and in parts of both the informal (Latin America, Persia and China) and formal empire, were enlisted to make the case. 13 After surveying such an enormous terrain of imperial activity, Cain and Hopkins were confident that 'geographical considerations, like the "peripheral thesis" have their place in the story, but only within the context of impulses emanating from the centre'. 14 'Geographical considerations', however, continued to trouble imperial historians after Cain and Hopkins had sought to lay them to rest. Unsurprisingly, Cain and Hopkins's metropolitan focus provided one of the most common grounds for criticism of their thesis as a whole. As Ballantyne points out, '[v] iewing the empire and its history from London . . . returns indigenous people to the margins of history while foregrounding "gentlemanly capitalists"'. 15 In the same article in which he noted the historiographic effects of decolonisation, Fieldhouse had already indicated the longstanding problem of 'the imperial historian': how to write about such vastly different places, processes and people as those contained within the nineteenth-century British Empire at the same time -how to link the local and particular (both metropolitan and colonial) with the general and universal (imperialism). In other words, how to connect phenomena and people analytically in the ways that colonial relations had connected them historically. Fieldhouse's question was,'Can the fragments of the old imperial history be put together again into new patterns which are intellectually respectable?' 16 Fieldhouse's own answer was 'yes', as long as the imperial British 'core' could continue to be linked reciprocally with its colonial 'peripheries'.
In searching for a way to reconstruct this core-periphery link, Fieldhouse began by turning to the roots of imperial history in the writings of J. R. Seeley. Within his original delineation of the field, Fieldhouse noted, It was unhistorical . . . to think or write of 'England' in isolation from its empire: it had become part of 'Greater Britain' and its whole history had to be reinterpreted, teleologically, in relation to that fact . . . Thus the function of the imperial historian was, first, to explain how and why the metropolitan states had grown from small European societies into world powers; then to analyse what significance this expansion had for metropolis and dependencies alike. 17 With its focus on integration between metropole and colony, Seeley's original approach seems, at first glance, to have much in common with the 'new' imperial history that I will discuss below, at least in terms of its geographical imagination. As Catherine Hall notes, 'Seeley's focus on the name, England, the race, Englishmen, and the nation, which is also an empire, provides a rich starting point . . . For rethinking imperial history in postcolonial times requires reconnecting race, nation and empire: Seeley knew they were intimately connected.' 18 However, within Seeley's approach, as Fieldhouse recognized, 'the dependencies also lost their historical autonomy. India, for example, had been incorporated into British imperial history. Her [sic] past had obviously been tending in that direction, her present and future would be moulded by the imperial factor.' 19 When Fieldhouse came to consider how imperial historians in the 1980s could use what was best in Seeley's account to move on from its teleological assumptions, he proposed that the imperial historian adopt a specific spatial vantage point. He advocated an imperial history specialism in the 'interactions' between the British 'core' and its 'peripheries'. These 'interactions' affected, for Britain, 'the nature of the economy, the patterns of foreign policy, even the character of the armed forces'. For its former colonies, they influenced political culture and administrative systems, commodity structures, and state boundaries among other characteristics. 20 Other kinds of historian would be left to look more closely at temporal changes within each of these regions, but the imperial historian would be located 'in the interstices of his [sic] subject, poised above the "area of interaction" like some satellite placed in space, looking, Janus-like in two or more ways at the same time' and giving 'equal weight to what happens in a colony and in its metropolis . . . intellectually at home in both'. 21 Even though he refused to recognize the inescapable subjectivity of the scholar, Fieldhouse did admit that 'no one person can satisfy all these requirements', simply because of the amount of historical material that would have to be processed. But he concluded nevertheless, on a relatively optimistic note: while current historians did tend to specialize in either metropolitan-focused history, the regional history of colonized zones or the thematic history of trans-imperial phenomena such as investment, trade or migration, all at least shared 'a common vocabulary which enables them to compare and understand developments within different parts of the broader field'.
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Other imperial historians, too, have recognized the need to analyse metropole and colony in the same frame, even if they have resisted prescribing such panoptic vision. 23 John Darwin, for instance, built upon Fieldhouse's rather vague notion of 'interaction' by arguing that imperial historians should connect Britain and its colonies using the concept of multiple 'bridgeheads' between the two. Pointing out that '[a]ny reappraisal ought to be informed by the pluralism of British society' as well as 'the diversity of British interests at work on the periphery', Darwin defined the 'bridgehead' as the hinge or 'interface' between the metropole and a local periphery . . . It might be a commercial, settler, missionary or proconsular presence or a combination of all four. It might be a decaying factory on a torrid coast or, at its grandest, the 'Company Bahadur'. Whether British influence grew, or was transformed into formal or informal empire, largely depended upon the circumstances and performance of the bridgehead. How skilfully did it exploit the political, economic or ecological characteristics of its host environment? How efficiently could it transmit the power of the metropole into its periphery . . . How quickly could it build a local political 'infrastructure' as a vehicle for further injections of force or influence from the metropole? 24 Darwin concluded that 'only by reconstructing more fully the functioning and interaction of these bridgeheads at home and abroad will we be able to explain properly the erratic, unpredictable, tentative, opportunistic but ultimately insatiable progress of Victorian imperialism '. 25 In some ways, Darwin's intervention narrowed a gap that had been emerging, since the early 1990s, between accounts of British colonialism influenced by postcolonial theory, often described as the 'new' imperial history, and the more 'traditional', positivist school out of which his own trajectory had developed. I do not propose here to enter into the significant theoretical differences between 'traditional' imperial history and postcolonial theory, or to do full justice to the ways that the 'new' imperial history seeks to blend the attention to empirical detail and historical context of the former, with the post-structuralist understanding of race, class, nationality, sexuality and especially gender, of the latter. Here, I will stay more narrowly with the spatial imagination associated with each tendency.
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In recognizing the co-existence of different British interests, each with their own ways of connecting metropole and colony (or their own 'bridgeheads'), Darwin's article touched on Nicholas Thomas's insistence that we identify multiple, and often contestatory 'projects' of colonialism. In noting that different bridgeheads might not be oriented towards compatible aims, it chimes with Ann Laura Stoler and Fred Cooper's call for greater analysis of the significant 'tensions of empire' among colonists, as well as between them and colonized peoples.
27 And in conceiving of several 'bridgeheads' connecting any one colony with Britain, Darwin was close to elaborating a networked or webbed conception of imperial space, also characteristic of the 'new' imperial history.
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A spatial imagination premised on the idea of multiple, co-existent connections between Britain and each of its colonies is also characteristic of two recent departures in imperial history. First, there is A. G. Hopkins's drive to make the discipline more politically relevant as a foundation for understanding contemporary globalization, and secondly there is the series of conferences and publications around the theme of the 'British World'.
Hopkins now sees in nineteenth-century imperialism a way of encompassing the past and considering 'the alignment of future loyalties in a world in which the nation-state may no longer be either the dominant political institution or the basis for economic development'. 29 Given the ways in which some prominent commentators have brought assumptions about the British imperial past to bear on present geopolitical projects, one can only applaud Hopkins's endeavours to highlight both the complexity of empire as a transnational phenomenon, and the history of globalized relations which are all too often seen as dependent on very recent communications technology. 30 Perhaps the greatest limitation of Hopkins's attention to the imperial antecedents of contemporary globalization, though, is his rather narrow, 'top-down', economic approach. Hopkins finds the greatest promise in work on military fiscalism which identifies 'connections between war, finance and overseas expansion in order to explain the huge extension of trade and empire after 1750'.
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If the construction of colonial culture and identity does not loom large in Hopkins's own work, it is central to another recent imperial history venture, with a similarly transnational geographical imagination. In recent years a series of international conferences under the general heading 'The British World', has been held in some of the former white settler colonies and Britain. The central themes of this work are also those that lay at the heart of many postcolonial accounts of empire: diaspora, culture and identity (rather than the high politics or economics of much of the pre-existing imperial historiography). The British World conferences and resulting publications focus on the multiple transactions across the empire in which British emigrant communities, missionaries, officials, traders, newspaper editors and others engaged, especially during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
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In their introduction to this body of work, Carl Bridge and Kent Fedorowich note that Fieldhouse had 'failed to comprehend adequately the dynamic that there was a multiplicity of metropoles and peripheries in the British world. Think of the emerging importance of cities such as Melbourne, Auckland and Toronto, which barely rate a mention in his work'.
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Developing a rather different spatial imagery, they argued that 'the cultural glue which held together this British world consisted not only of sentiment and shared institutional values but also of a plethora of networks'.
34 'New' imperial historians and postcolonial scholars have advocated this networked notion as well. Its deployment within the 'British World' context marks a further narrowing of the gulf that has separated the positivist tradition of imperial history from the postcolonially attuned 'new' imperial history. 35 However, one criticism that can be levelled at the output from the 'British World' project, so far at least, is that in restoring British settlers to a central role in empire building, some contributors have overlooked their virulently racist contribution to the shaping of colonial discourses and practices. The range of networked connectivities that Bridge and Fedorowich mentioned, ranging from 'the obvious family and community connections to business, religious, educational, scientific and professional associations, to trades unions, and to itinerant workers of all kinds', did not simply connect settler Britons with their metropolitan and colonial counterparts. They also facilitated the production, reproduction and circulation of notions of 'race' that played a significant role in the material dispossession, exploitation and partial eradication of indigenous peoples within each settler colony.
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Before we explore the utility of networked notions of empire more thoroughly, it is worth pausing at this point to review what it is about the implicit geographies of 'traditional' imperial history (largely pre-dating the recent work of Hopkins and Bridge and Fedorowich) that is most problematic. The empiricist approach of this tradition tends, with some recent exceptions, to translate into a notion of the empire as a space for the movement of material things -of capital and commodities especially. These things are propelled (usually by white, male Britons) between discrete, pre-constituted, bounded places. The internal identity of each of these places is self-evident and unassailable. Sometimes that identity is captured by a specific national or regional designation ('Canada', or 'southern Africa'), but often it is captured by the more reductionist designation of 'core' or 'periphery'. These designations have a specific analytical function. From Seeley through Robinson and Gallagher and Fieldhouse, to Cain and Hopkins, this function is to explain and locate either the motivations for, or the causes of, British imperial expansion. This is a pursuit, which seems, implicitly, to be conducted for an audience interested in Britain's national origins and its 'progress' to Great Power status, rather than one interested in the nature of colonial relations in any one or more places, and how those relations shape those places. The main point of difference between authors within the imperial history 'tradition', in terms of their geographical imagination, is whether the 'causes' of Britain imperial expansion were located in the 'core' itself, or in its 'periphery'. But what they share is this grand narrative of historical causation, accompanied by some version of a 'core-periphery' mapping.
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The places mentioned in this tradition of imperial history, then, are significant as locales only in the Cartesian sense of points on a grid or map, set out in relation to an imperial core which may be Britain as a whole or London in particular. The purpose of this map is to allow the driving forces of Britain's expansion to be plotted. The imperial historian can look down from on high, as Fieldhouse dreamed, and locate the determinants of imperial interaction on this map. 38 In such an imperial history, neither colonial nor British places are of interest as configurations of peoples, experiences, things and practices in their own right.
Scholars who propose a networked conception of empire generally consider it more useful to try to examine multiple meanings, projects, material practices, performances and experiences of colonial relations rather than locate their putative root causes, whether they are 'economic','political' or indeed 'cultural'. These relations were always stretched in contingent and non-deterministic ways, across space, and they did not necessarily privilege either metropolitan or colonial spaces. They remade both metropolitan and colonial places in the act of connecting them. 39 A colonial history which, as Kirsten McKenzie puts it,'recasts the relationship between metropolitan centre and colonial periphery into a more contested, unstable and mutually constitutive frame' may have more limited ambition in one sense than a history that seeks definitively to name, locate or model the causes of imperial expansion. 40 But it is not only a history that can perhaps fulfil its own aims more effectively, but also one that does a little more to challenge the contemporary acceptance of a European colonial conception of the world.
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In the discussion of John Darwin's work above, I touched upon two aspects of the 'new' imperial history that inform its geographical imagination. The first concerns the notion of multiple colonial 'projects', and the second, the networks through which these projects were pursued. In partial critique of 'traditional' imperial history, the 'new' imperial history recognizes that there was never a single European colonial project, whether it be the pursuit of industrial or 'gentlemanly' capitalism, or governmental geo-strategizing. Neither, accordingly, was there a single colonial discourse, or set of representations and practices of colonialism. Rather, the agendas of colonial interests, their representations of colonized places and peoples and their practices in relation to them, were not only differentiated, but also often constructed in opposition to one another. Moreover, these projects and discourses always took shape through connections between colonial and metropolitan places. Catherine Hall, for instance, has written extensively about the contested notions of race, class and gender difference which connected Jamaica and Britain, especially Birmingham, within the reformist evangelical project of the nineteenth century, and Mrinalini Sinha and Antoinette Burton have focused on similar circuits of discussion over the definition of manliness and of feminism that connected India and Britain within what Sinha calls an 'imperial social formation '. 42 In my own book, Imperial Networks, I focused on three competing projects of colonialism in the eastern Cape region of South Africa during the early nineteenth century, and the ways that the protagonists of each project sought to utilize connections in Britain to achieve their goals. 43 Missionaries, most notably those of the London Missionary Society under the leadership of Dr John Philip, sought to deploy contacts with the humanitarian reformist movement in Britain (especially in the form of the reformist MP Thomas Fowell Buxton) to further their project, which was the conversion and 'redemption' of indigenous (Khoi and Xhosa) subjects. At the same time, officials tried to govern the region at minimal expense and create docile, well-ordered subjects, both white and black, by sharing in a general discourse of colonial governmentality -one that was fostered through the circulation of texts on 'how to govern' between colonies, the career mobility of governors themselves, 44 and the maintenance of influential personal contacts in Britain. As Zoë Laidlaw has argued more recently, the governance of Britain's colonies relied for its existence and functioning to a great extent on informal contacts, patronage, nepotism and politicking in London. 45 Finally, British settlers in the region felt obliged to construct their own networks of communication with settlers in other colonies, most notably through the mutual extraction of articles and editorials in the settler press, in order to defend themselves against humanitarian critique, and agitate for greater metropolitan government support. I argued that, in utilizing metropolitan contacts to wage their struggles over colonialism in the Cape, each of these interests was also shaping discussion of the morality and purpose of the empire in Britain.
While the focus of Hall, Sinha, Burton and of my own Imperial Networks, has been on links between a specific colony and its metropole, all have demonstrated an awareness that the colony-metropole interactions in which they are interested were components of much more extensive networks connecting multiple colonial and metropolitan sites, and that these networks were built and reformulated by colonial interests in tension with one another as well as with indigenous peoples. In a more recent paper, for instance, I argued that the contests that the Cape's British settlers waged with local humanitarian missionaries were by no means restricted to the Cape itself. Through the circulation of their newspapers, settlers in the Cape, New South Wales and New Zealand made common cause against the 'interfering' humanitarians, whose condemnations of settlers' 'unchristian' behaviour threatened their racial privilege in each place, and above all, their legitimacy in the eyes of the metropolitan government and public. Given the convergence of these newspapers on Britain, and the promiscuous ways in which they were extracted for colonial news by both the London and provincial British press, settler representations of 'native irreclaimability' must have carried considerable weight with British readers by the mid-nineteenth century, perhaps helping effect a broad shift from cultural to biological notions of 'racial' difference.
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Tony Ballantyne, too, has focused recently on circuits of discussion that connected different colonies, rather than just an individual colony with Britain. He has tracked ideas about Aryanism and racial difference that circulated between India and New Zealand as well as much further afield. Ballantyne's project has been dependent upon an unusually explicit discussion of the British Empire's web-like spatiality. He argues that
The web metaphor has several advantages for the conceptualization of the imperial past. At a general level, it underscores that the empire was a structure, a complex fabrication fashioned out of a great number of disparate parts that were brought together into a variety of new relationships . . . The web captures the integrative nature of . . . cultural traffic, the ways imperial institutions and structures connected disparate points in space into a complex mesh of networks. Moreover, the image of the web also conveys something of the double nature of the imperial system. Empires, like webs, were fragile (prone to crises where important threads are broken or structural nodes destroyed), yet also dynamic, being constantly remade and reconfigured through concerted thought and effort: the image of the web reminds us that empires were not just structures, but processes as well.
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As Ballantyne proceeds to note, the utility of a networked or 'webbed' conceptualization goes further: it enables us to think about the inherent relationality of nodal points or 'centres' within an empire. Undercutting simple metropole-binary divides, places and people, as Bridge and Fedorowich also note, can be 'nodal' in some of their relations with immediate hinterlands or subordinates (Calcutta in relation to Bengal, for instance), and yet simultaneously 'peripheral' in some of their relations with other centres of calculation (Calcutta in relation to London).
This networked conception of imperial interconnectedness is very fruitful if one wants to consider metropole and colony, or colony and colony, within the same analytical frame, and without necessarily privileging either one of these places. However, there are still traps into which one might fall. First, there is a tendency in some sociological discussions of contemporary, much faster, networked flows across the globe, to emphasize their progressive nature and their cosmopolitan effects -the ways that they bring together previously discrete populations and allow for the mutually enlightening mobility of knowledge. But, as imperial historians should be aware, newly instituted networks have destructive as well as creative effects. If imperial networks allowed previously unconnected activities, lives and practices to be brought together, they also allowed previously connected ones to be wrenched apart. It is all too easy to imagine the networks instantiated by Britons of various kinds (settlers, officials, missionaries, natural scientists etc) as 'originary', as the first means by which distanced places were ever connected. Not only would such a move unrealistically inflate the innovativeness and ingenuity of Britons, but it would also elide the significantly interconnected nature of the pre-colonized societies that were later 'assimilated' into the empire. The networks instituted by British imperial interests were introduced into contexts that were always already themselves networked. As Eric Wolf has argued with reference to a symbolic date preceding the European Age of Exploration, 'Everywhere in this world of 1400, populations existed in interconnections . . . If there were any isolated societies these were but temporary phenomena -a group pushed to the edge of a zone of interaction and left to itself for a brief moment in time.' 48 Spatially extensive trading, tribute, diplomatic, intellectual, migration and travelling networks were by no means a British invention. In most cases, the webs structured by British colonial interests were either layered on top of pre-colonial networks, adding new levels of complexity, or those pre-colonial networks were fundamentally disrupted and restructured as a result of British interventions. 49 If we think only about imperial networks that were constructed and maintained by colonial interests, it is also easy to overlook the fact that colonized subjects themselves could and did forge new, anti-colonial networks of resistance, which similarly spanned imperial space. Fewer colonized subjects were themselves as mobile as, for instance were colonial governors (Fanon and Gandhi being well-researched exceptions), 50 at least not voluntarily so, but as Elizabeth Elbourne has shown for the early nineteenth century, and Elleke Boehmer for the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, counter-imperial networks of communication and agitation could be created by Khoisan, Maori and Aboriginal groups as well as Irish and Indian nationalists and anti-British Boers. 51 Finally, even though scholars such as Ballantyne stress the contingent dynamism of imperial webs or networks -the fact that they are processes as well as systems -there is always the danger that we construct them in our minds as reified and ossified infrastructures, rather like a road or rail network at any given point in time. It may be more productive not to use 'systems' language at all to conceptualize imperial networks, since across any kind of space 'there are always connections yet to be made, juxtapositions yet to flower into interaction, or not, potential links which may never be established. Loose ends and ongoing stories'. 52 The colonial networks that we envisage then, must be seen not only as provisional and contingent, but sometimes as ephemeral and even fleeting. Rather like the patterns in a kaleidoscope, the precise constitution of the interconnections is momentary, although the networked nature of interconnectedness itself is constant.
The point about networks, of course, is that they connect different places. And what emerges implicitly from the networked conception of imperial space that 'new' imperial historians employ, is a conception of place that shares many features with recent theoretical approaches within the discipline of geography. In this conception, places are not so much bounded entities, but rather specific juxtapositions of multiple trajectories. These trajectories may be those of people, objects, texts, ideas and even of rock, sediment, water, ice and air (constituting the physical geography of place at any given time). The differences between places are the result of these trajectoriesof these mobilities which proceed at very different rates -intersecting, being thrown together, in different ways across the surface of the Earth. In their ever-changing coming together, they produce combinations that are unique, and thus give 'character' to each place. Doreen Massey is the most eloquent exponent of this view of place. She notes how, in most humanities and social science literature, more bounded notions of place limit our ability to analyse both historical and contemporary interconnectedness. In this literature, and here I would include 'traditional' imperial history writing,'First the differences between places exist, and then those different places come into contact. The differences are the consequence of internal characteristics. It is an essentialist, billiard-ball view of place. It is also a tabular conceptualisation of space.' 53 Following their insight about the networked nature of imperial space, imperial historians (and, as we have seen, not necessarily just the 'new' imperial historians) are now beginning to conceive of this 'first' (and subsequent) meeting of metropolitan and colonial places, rather, as the throwing together of a set of incredibly diverse and complex trajectories that were already spatially extensive, even if in other directions. In such a conceptualization, imperial space is 'the sphere of a multiplicity of trajectories', many of them shaped by specific colonial or anticolonial projects, such as proselytization, humanitarianism, settler capitalism, commercial enterprise, scientific enquiry, governmentality, or resistance to white supremacy. Some of these trajectories (most notably those originating from within Britain) may be 'stronger' than others for a while, and some of them may become formalized as networks such as those constructed by the missionary societies, by the East India Company or by the Pan-Africanist Congress.
54 Both metropolitan and colonial places are specific meeting points of such trajectories, a coming together of them in specific ways at a specific time. Adopting such a conceptualization allows us to continue insisting on the unique 'character' of different places within the empire, and thus also to emphasize the obvious differences between metropolitan and colonial places. As Massey notes, the 'open, relational construction of place in no way works against specificity and uniqueness, it just understands its derivation in a different way'. 55 
Notes

